NGO PREPARATORY EVENT: A brief overview

NGOs, Social and Citizen Movements Meeting on International Taxation for Development.
Medecins du Monde Paris, France 27 February, 2006

This event was co-sponsored by ATTAC France and Coordination SUD (France) and co-organized by ABONG (Brazil), CIDSE (International), CNCD (Belgium), ll.ll.ll (Belgium), CONCORD (Europe), CTT European Network (Europe), Stamp Out Poverty (UK), Tax Justice Network (International), VANI (India) and Medecins du Monde (France).

Introduction
This one-day event provided a preparatory context for the official conference. It was attended by an international group of more than 60 participants from groups involved with development, HIV/AIDS and other diseases and finance and tax justice. Countries involved included France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, the UK, the Netherlands, Norway, the United States and Canada, Japan, Brazil, India and national and international networks from Africa and Latin America. I attended, representing the Canadian Council for International Cooperation.

Basis and programme
In addition to providing background information, clarifying the status of the preparation of the official conference as well as mutual learning, the event provided a chance for those who were given formal opportunity to address the official conference and its workshops to rehearse their interventions with the broader NGO grouping.

The basis of the meeting was the NGO Statement “on Innovative Sources of Financing for Development”, February, 2006, which CCIC among many other NGOs has endorsed.

A number of background documents were also prepared and circulated to participants.

Leadership was provided by Regis Mabilais and Henri Rouille d’Orfeuil of Coordination Sud, Christophe Ventura of ATTAC France, Jean Saldanha of CIDSE, rudy De Meyer of ll.ll.ll, David Hilman of Stamp Out Poverty, Peter Wahl of Weed and Jorge Eduardo Durao of ABONG.

From scene-setting, the programme moved to review of NGO position papers and then to short-term and longer term strategy, including a review of opportunities for engagement.

(*) John W. Foster, Principal Researcher with The North-South Institute, represented the Canadian Council for International Cooperation at the Ministerial Conference and preparatory NGO event.
Comments
Like the official conference, the preparatory event was a rather unique confluence of networks: those who work on various aspects of international development finance and taxation (including Stamp Out Poverty, Tax Justice Network, ATTAC etc.), those working on development (CONCORD, Cooperation SUD, ABONG, Agir Ici (OXFAM), CIDSE, Miserior, Save the Children UK, BOND, VANI, ALOP, etc.) and those focused on HIV/AIDS (Act Up, AIDES, Global AIDS Alliance, Sidaction, Solidarite Sida, JAAIDS).

There were clear differences of orientation in the room. Those associated with Global AIDS Alliance were focused on whether or not the high-level negotiations between France and the UK would result in an agreement, and tended to focus on the single issue of significantly multiplied funds toward universal access to treatment, and issues around the IDPF. Many others were much more focused either on utilizing the precedents available in the airlines levy for the ongoing battle for a CTT and other initiatives and/or cleaning up corruption and tax evasion to release funds for development and treatment of epidemics. The US-based Global AIDS Alliance undertook a pre-conference advocacy programme based on the concept of engaging both the IFF and the Airline levy in “A Grand Anglo-French Alliance to End the AIDS Holocaust”. Experienced lobbyists like Ann Pettifor (now an independent consultant) were also involved.1

The presence of a number of representatives of Altermonde Japan, who had taken part in the Global Call to Action Against Poverty was notable, as they have been engaging their Ministry of Finance, as well as planning a May 27th “2006 Tokyo International Seminar on Creative Financing Mechanism for Development”, and establishing an “organization for research into creative financing mechanisms for development.”

I distributed the two-pager on NSI FFD-related projects at the event. There were kudos for Rodney Schmidt’s continuing work and anticipation for his next report.

Action
To mark the Ministerial Conference, ATTAC organized the launch of some very aerodynamic paper planes at the Palais de Chaillot.

NGOs Statement «on Innovative Sources of Financing for Development»
February 2006

The enlarged « quadripartite » group, that includes Algeria, Germany, Brazil, Chile, Spain and France, has been working since the beginning of 2004 on propositions for innovative development funding mechanisms, including international taxation mechanisms. More than 100 countries signed on to the « New York Declaration on Action against Hunger and Poverty », in September 2004 signaling initial support from the international community for the idea of launching such mechanisms.

In September 2005, 79 States supported the launching of a pilot mechanism in the form of a ‘solidaritycontribution’ on plane tickets in a new statement titled the « Declaration on Innovative Sources of

---

1 See Global AIDS Alliance, Advocacy Briefing, David Bryden, Call for a Grand Anglo-French Alliance to End the AIDS Holocaust. February 7, 2006. www.globalaidsalliance.org
Financing Development. France and Chile have already adopted a plane ticket tax, to be launched in 2006. The Paris conference on innovative mechanisms must be a new step in this process, by gathering together all the States which support this process.

In September 2005, a broad coalition of civil society organisations representing thousands of NGOs and citizens movement from all over the world called upon States to join this initiative. They also demanded that certain conditions be fulfilled for the initiative to truly raise finance for development. On the occasion of the Paris conference, these organisations reiterate their call in the following statement:

1- Support to governmental initiatives in favour of international taxation

We take note of this intergovernmental initiative to implement a pilot mechanism of international taxation for development funding. We welcome the involvement of Head of States and governments working on additional and innovative mechanisms, specifically on international taxes. This is because it would create a useful precedent, an essential step to launch and bring legitimacy to more ambitious taxation mechanisms of a universal scope.

Along with a considerable increase in Overseas development aid (ODA), debt cancellation, a revision of world trade rules and regulations, and the reform of International Financial Institutions, the implementing of international taxation mechanisms represents an important element to fund the MDGs. While generating new resources for development, it will also serve to improve the quality of the flows of international funds. Currently, the volatility of the ODA undermines the efforts made by recipient countries to set up sustainable development strategies. Financial resources that are entirely concessional (grants), stable and predictable are essential to reach the MDGs.

Therefore, we call upon all the Heads of States and Governments to support this initiative, by endorsing the “Declaration on Innovative Sources of Financing Development” and to commit themselves to implement this pilot mechanism, in 2006.

2- Implementing genuine taxation mechanisms

However, the diplomatic strategy of the « quadripartite » group to rally a « critical mass » of countries to this initiative must not alter the proposed mechanisms. We are deeply concerned about the absence of fundamental principles in the declaration, without which this pilot mechanism can only very marginally contribute to the funding of the MDGs including:

- Resources should be raised by compulsory taxes and not voluntary contributions which negate the principle of an international taxation and prevent the new flows from being stable and predictable.
- The fixing of a taxation rate high enough to supply new and significant resources.
- The incremental nature of the tax (distinction between economy and business classes) must not be optional but compulsory to make the tax burden weigh as a priority on high income players.
- Stipulating the additional nature of the resources raised. They must not make the Northern States back away from their commitment to dedicate 0.7% of their GDP to ODA; instead, they must be considered as mechanisms that generate additional resources.
- A link between the nature of the resources (new, stable and predictable resources over the long term) and their allocation (production of global public goods and development of the human asset over the long term). The new mechanisms must be applied to essential actions and programmes for which there is the highest need for stable and predictable resources.
- A method of support that involves a three-fold responsibility: that of the United Nations (since it deals

3- Affirmation of the need to implement an international taxation system

Our support to the launching of pilot mechanisms is set in the wider framework of calling for the implementation of a real international taxation system. We do not consider pilot mechanisms as mere innovative tools to fund development but as an embryo for global redistribution mechanisms. The UN report of 2005 on social development once again states that economic and financial globalization is increasing disparities and making the poorest populations ever more vulnerable. As a consequence the launch of innovative mechanisms must go hand in hand with the implementation of financial and fiscal regulations and solidarity. Taxes on the gains of the main beneficiaries of globalization (multinational companies, financial industries) and those that act against the general interest (environmental taxes) can be seen from this point of view as measures of justice.

We therefore ask the Head of the States and Governments involved not to content themselves with the launching of a pilot mechanism but to pursue their endeavour to implement more ambitious international taxation mechanisms and an international legislation to support them. Thus, we must continue to think of how to implement:

- An additional taxation system on the profits of transnational companies
- **Taxation of international financial flows** by both a currency transaction tax and a tax on bond transactions

- **Environmental taxes** that namely target the players who widely benefit from globalization and whose activity negatively impacts the environment.. This is the case, as an example, of air and sea transportation. In the same way, there is the need to tax the behaviour of economic actors that produce particularly negative environmental externalities in terms of the destruction of natural resources or the emission of greenhouse gases.

Finally, efforts to collect new international resources must go hand-in-hand with the strengthening of national fiscal regimes that should remain the priority. This requires a resolute fight against tax evasion, dumping and tax havens. We are grateful for the mention in the declaration of the fight against tax evasion, and we ask the ratifying States to commit themselves to much more ambitious objectives to this end. Tax evasion and tax havens leads to the loss of fiscal revenues running into hundreds of billions of dollars annually for countries in the Global North and South, consequently weakening fragile democratic processes in the countries of the South and that deprives their budgets of vital income. In this respect, opposite to what this declaration could lead to believe, the fight against tax evasion and tax havens is at least as much the responsibility of the countries of the North as of the countries of the South.

**Contact:**
Régis Mabilais, Coordination SUD (e-mail : europe@coordinationsud.org; tél. : + 33 1 44 72 87 13)

---

**Signatory organisations :**
- **ABONG (National Platform of NGOs from Brazil, 270 members), Brazil.**
- **Asociación Chilena de ONGs (ACCION, National Platform of NGOs from Chile), Chile.**
- **AGEZ – Arbeitsgemeinschaft Entwicklungszusammenarbeit (Platform of Development Cooperation NGOs, 30 members), Austria.**
- **Agir ici, France.**
- **AIDES, France.**
- **Alliance Sud (Platform of the 6 most important Swiss Development NGOs), Switzerland.**
- **Altermonde, Japan.**
- **AMC, Togo.**
- **AMEPOUH, Ivory Coast.**
- **ARCAD SIDA, Mali.**
- **Asociacion Latinoamericana de Organizaciones de Promocion (ALOP, Confederation of Latin American NGOs), Latin America.**
- **Association for Accountancy & Business Affairs, (UK professional organisation), United Kingdom.**
- **Associazione ONG Italiane (National Platform of Development NGOs from Italy, 160 members), Italy.**
- **ATF DCGE, Mali.**
- **ATTAC France.**
- **ATTAC Switzerland.**
- **Basc - Caritas Cameroon, Cameroon.**
- **BOF JEF, Senegal.**
- **Broedertijd Delen, Belgium.**
- **Canadian Council for International Co-operation (CCIC, National Platform of Development NGOs from Canada, 100 members), Canada.**
- **Caritas Espana, Spain.**
- **CDANE, Mali.**
- **CEFONG (National Platform of NGOs from Guinea), Guinea.**
- **Centre pour la Promotion des Alternatives Economiques et Sociales, Cameroon.**
- **Cercle de coopération (National Platform of Development NGOs from Luxemburg), Luxemburg.**
- **CGID- Opération 11.11.11 (French speaking Belgium Platform of Development NGOs, 108 members), Belgium.**
- **CIDSE (International network, 15 members).**
- **Collectif des Federations et Reseaux d'ONG du Bénin (National Platform of NGOs from Benin, 15 members), Benin.**
- **Comité catholique contre la faim et pour le developpement (CCFD), France.**
- **Comité de Liaison des ONG du Tchad (National Platform of NGOs from Tchad), Tchad.**
- **CONGAD (National Platform of NGOs from Senegal), Senegal.**
- **CRID, (Network of Development NGOs, 50 members), France.**
- **Coordination SUD (National Platform of Development NGOs from France, 120 members), France.**
- **COORDINADORA DE ONG DE DESARROLLO (National Platform of Development NGOs from Spain, 110 members), Spain.**
- **CRBM/Mani Tese, Italy.**
- **FONGTO (National platform of NGOs from Togo, 88 members), Togo.**
- **Foundation For Grassroots Initiatives in Africa, Ghana.**
- **Friends of the Earth France, France.**
- **IBON, Philippines.**
- **International NGO Forum on Indonesian Development (INFID, International of NGOs working in Indonesia, 100 members), Indonesia.**
Rencontre internationale des ONG et mouvements citoyens sur les taxes internationales
Paris - 27 février 2006

A la faveur de la tenue de la conférence de Paris sur les mécanismes innovants du financement du développement (Paris, 28 février-1er mars 2006), organisée à l’initiative de la Présidence de la République française, des représentants des ONG et de mouvements citoyens se sont retrouvés le 27 février lors d’une rencontre stratégique internationale. Ces organisations avaient préalablement adopté une déclaration commune concernant les initiatives gouvernementales en cours sur les taxes internationales [« Déclaration des ONG sur les mécanismes innovants » en pièce jointe].


Il a été décidé de poursuivre la réflexion commune et d’engager un plan d’action de promotion des taxes internationales pour le développement et des mécanismes de lutte contre l’évasion fiscale.